We show that a coalescence equation exhibits a variety of critical behaviors, depending on the initial condition. This equation was introduced a few years ago to understand a toy model studied by Derrida and Retaux to mimic the depinning transition in presence of disorder. It was shown recently that this toy model exhibits the same critical behaviors as the equation studied in the present work. Here we find several families of exact solutions of this coalescence equation, in particular a family of scaling functions which are closely related to the different possible critical behaviors. These scaling functions lead to new conjectures, in particular on the shapes of the critical trees, that we have checked numerically.
Introduction
The present work is totally devoted to the study of the long time behavior of a density f (x, t) ≥ 0 on the positive real axis (x ≥ 0) which evolves according to
(note that we do not require f to be normalized). This time evolution was introduced [11] to analyze a simple renormalization problem [7, 8, 11] which can be formulated as follows. Given a distribution P (X 0 ) of a positive random variable X 0 , what can be said on the distribution of the random variable X n constructed through the following recursion X n = max X (1) n−1 + X (2) n−1 − 1, 0
where X (1) n−1 and X (2) n−1 are two independent realizations of the variable X n−1 (see Figure  1 ). n X n−1 (2) X n−2 (1) X n−2 (2) X n−2 (3) X n−2 (4) X n−1 (1) X Figure 1 . The random variable X n is a determinisitic function (2) of 2 n independent realizations of the random variable X 0 located at the top of a binary tree.
This model was itself a simplified version of an old problem in the theory of disordered systems, the problem of depinning in presence of impurities [12, 10, 22, 13, 15, 9, 20] and the relevant quantity (which plays the role of the free energy in the depinning problem) is the expectation of the free energy F ∞ = lim n→∞ 1 2 n k≥0 k P (X n = k)
(the proof of the existence of this limit follows directly from the facts that X n ≥ 0 and that the sequence Xn 2 n is decreasing). So the main question is to understand how the freeenergy (3) depends on the initial distribution P (X 0 ), in particular in the neighborhood of the phase transition between a phase where F ∞ = 0 and a phase where F ∞ > 0.
1.1. A short history of recursion (2) By far the easiest (non-trivial) case to consider is when the initial distribution is concentrated on positive integer values (X 0 ≥ 0), in which case it is easy to see from (2) that the evolution of Q n (k) ≡ P (X n = k) is given by
Q n (k ) Q n (k + 1 − k ) (4) and that the generating function of the distribution of X n H n (z) = k≥0 P (X n = k)z k satisfies the following exact recursion
This recursion was first studied long time ago by Collet, Eckmann, Glaser and Martin [8, 7] in the context of spins glasses. Defining ∆ ≡ 2H 0 (2) − H 0 (2) (6) they were able to determine the critical manifold ∆ = 0 (7) (so that ∆ represents the distance to the critical manifold) and to prove that
On the critical manifold (7) they also conjectured that, for large n, 1 − P (X n = 0) = 1 − H n (0) 4 n 2 (9) and that [5] P (X n = k|X n = 0) → 1 2 k for k ≥ 1 .
For example for a two-valued distribution of the form P (X 0 ) = (1 − p) δ X 0 + p δ X 0 −2 (11) one has H 0 (z) = 1 − p + pz 2 and the phase transition (6,7) takes place at p c = 1 5 meaning for the free energy defined in (3) that F ∞ > 0 for p > p c and F ∞ = 0 for p ≤ p c .
By relating the problem (2, 3) to solutions of the continuous space-time equation (1) (see also sections 2 and 4), the following critical behavior was conjectured in [11, 22] 
as the distance ∆ to the critical manifold vanishes. (For the two delta peak distribution (11) , one has ∆ = 5 p − 1 ∼ (p − p c ) and numerical evidence for the critical behavior (12) was shown in [11] ). Trying to establish the conjecture (12) by a mathematical proof [6] it appeared that it was necessary to assume the following additional condition on the critical manifold ∆ = 0 (see (7) )
If this condition is not satisfied, in particular for distributions which have the following large k decays
then precise bounds were obtained in [6] which predict that (12) becomes
The critical behaviors (12, 15) are confirmed in the data of Figures 2 and 3 where we show the results of exact numerical calculations of
as a function of p for increasing values of n for the distribution (11) and for the distribution (17)
Remark: the above critical behaviors (12, 15) as well as the conjecture (9) do remain valid [6] when, for any integer m ≥ 3, the recursion (2) is replaced by
provided that (7, 9, 13, 14) are modified to become According to (12) , the plot (log F n ) −2 versus ∆ (here ∆ is proportional to p) should vanish linearly at the transition point p c . The two curves show this plot for the two distributions (11) and (17) in the case α = 6. (From (6, 7) the exact values of p c shown by small black circles can be determined: p c = .2 and p c = 1.90956...). As n increases, the linearity of the plot looks better and bettter. Figure 2 , it is the plot of (− log F n ) −1 which should be linear (see (15) ) for the distribution (17) when α = 3. This behavior is clearly seen in this case, in the vicinity of the exact critical point p c 1.02031.... On the other hand, if one plots (log F n ) −2 as in Figure 2 , the shape does not look linear indicating that (12) is no longer valid.
Outline of the present paper
One of the goals of the present paper is to analyze the case (14) from the perspective of the continuous equation (1) . We will see in Section 3 that, along the critical manifold (∆ = 0), the distribution P (X n ) takes a scaling form which depends on α for 2 < α < 4 and that this scaling form is described by particular solutions of (1). We will also see in Section 4 how the α-dependent critical behavior (15) emerges from the linearization of (1) in the vicinity of the critical manifold. In section 5 we will discuss the shape of the tree connecting, at criticality and in the scaling regime, some non zero value X n to the initial values X 0 . But we will start in section 2 by recalling a few known facts about the relation between the discrete problem (2) and the continuous equation (1).
The relation between the continuous equation (1) and the discrete problem (2,3)
Based on the analysis of numerical studies of the recursion (2) in [11] it was noticed that, after a transient time and in the neighborhood of the critical manifold (∆ 1), the distribution P (X n ) evolves very slowly and that the data were consistent, for k ≥ 1, with a scaling form
where u is a small parameter. In the scaling regime, defining x and t by
and inserting these forms into the recursion (4) for k ≥ 1 one obtains (1) by keeping the leading order in u.
For distributions of the form (19) one can also see (by keeping the leading order in u) that the critical manifold (6,7) becomes ∞ 0 xf (x, 0)dx = 1 (21) and that (9,6,16)
and
(One can check that (21) remains invariant under the evolution (1) .) It was shown in [11] that one particular solution of (1) is
where κ and t 0 can be arbitrary (κ could be real or purely imaginary). For this distribution one has
so that ∆ > 0 corresponds to κ real (with 0 < κ t 0 < 2π), and ∆ < 0 corresponds to κ purely imaginary. Along the critical case ∆ = 0 (given by κ = 0)
and it is easy to see (20, 22 ) that (9) is satisfied in the limit n → ∞. For ∆ > 0 (i.e. for κ real), it is clear that the solution (24) diverges as t → t c where
When t approaches this limit, the scaling form (19) ceases to be valid (i.e. the system exits the scaling regime and P (X n ) is no longer given by (19) ). This can be seen in particular in the expression (22) where the divergence of f (x, t) would make P (X n = 0) become negative which is not possible. For n ≥ tc u , the probability P (X n = 0) becomes small, so that one can forget the events where X n = 0 and one can replace the recursion (2) by simply X n+1 = X (1) n + X (2) n − 1. This leads to the following expression of F ∞ defined by (3) when t → t c (see (23))
(one way to justify (28) is to say that, for u small, the scaling (23) form remains valid as long as t c − t ≥ u). As the limit ∆ → 0 + corresponds to the limit κ → 0 (see (25)) which gives ∆
in agreement with (12) .
Remark: any initial condition f (x, 0) consisting of a single exponential can be written as (24) by adjusting the parameters κ and t 0 . For more general initial conditions f (x, 0), one expects that
depending on the sign of ∆ defined in (22) . Then, as in (28,29), knowing how t c (∆) diverges as ∆ → 0 allows one to predict the critical behavior of F ∞ . As for recursion (2) we will see that (29) is expected to hold only when condition (13) is fulfilled which, in the context of (1), means that
Remark: we will see in Section 4 that both the critical behaviors (12) and (15) can also be understood by linearizing (1) in the neighborhood of the scaling function (26) as well as of the other scaling functions discussed in Section 3.2.
Remark: for distributions of the type (14), when α < 2 one has ∆ = ∞ (see (6) ) so that taking the limit ∆ → 0 + is meaningless. One expects however [19] in this case that for distributions of the form (17)
From the view point of (1) it is easy to check that, if f (x, t) is the solution of (1) for the initial condition f (
is the solution of (1) for the inititial condition f * (x, 0) = p x −α . Therefore if f (x, t) blows up at some critical time t c , then f * (x, t) blows up at time t * c = p − 1 2−α t c and repeating the reasoning going from (28) to (29) leads to (32).
Remark: motivated by the discrete problem (2), Hu, Mallein and Pain proposed in [18] a continuous space-time continuous version of the model whose evolution differs from (1)
For this problem too they were able to find a family of exact solutions consisting of a single exponential allowing them to prove the critical behavior (12).
Families of exact solutions of (1)
In [11] the main predictions (9, 12) were based on the exact solution (24) of (1). In this section we will exhibit several other families of solutions of (1). Our interest is limited to solutions of (1) with non negative initial conditions (f (x, 0) ≥ 0) because P (X 0 = k) is a probability distribution (19) . Intuitively it is clear that, since (1) was obtained through the scaling (19) , f (x, t) should remain non-negative at t > 0. A proof that evolving (1) with a non-negative initial condition f (x, 0) leads to a non-negative solution f (x, t) is given in Appendix A.
The fixed points of (1)
As shown in Appendix B, one can find a fixed point solution (i.e. a time independent solution) f (x) of (1) for any choice of f (0). All these solutions can be expressed in terms of a Bessel function whose sign varies along the positive real axis. Therefore there is no way that such fixed point solutions can be reached or approached if one evolves (1) starting with a non-negative initial condition f (x, 0). So we can forget these fixed point solutions.
The scaling functions
An important family of solutions of (1) which will be central in our understanding of (15) are scaling solutions of the form
They generalize (26). Inserting (34) into (1) one gets immediately that the scaling function F should satisfy
For an arbitrary value F 0 of F (0) one can solve (35) in powers of x or in powers of F 0 :
Apart from the special case F 0 = 4 for which F (x) = 4e −2x (see (26)) it is not clear whether these series in powers of x or in powers of F 0 converge, nor can one tell from these expansions for which values of F 0 , the scaling function F remains non-negative. One can however integrate numerically (35) as in Figure 4 . Except for F 0 = 4, one can observe a power law decay of F (x) and that for F 0 > 4 the solution becomes negative. In order to go further, it is easier to work with Laplace transforms. The Laplace
evolves (see (1)) according to
For scaling solutions of the form (34) the Laplace transform f of f takes also a scaling form
where F (q) satisfies
This is a non-linear equation! It turns out that it can be solved in terms of Bessel functions: if one looks for a solution of the form
one gets from (40) that y(q) should satisfy
As y is solution of a second order equation, it depends a priori on two arbitrary constants. For example for large q it depends on the two constants B and B :
If B = 0 then F (q) −2q for large q which cannot be as F (q) is the Laplace transform of a non-negative function. Therefore B = 0. Moreover only the logarithmic derivative of y is needed (see (41)) so that the choice of the constant B does not matter. Therefore one can choose for y the modified Bessel function K β :
From (43) (with B = 0) one gets for large q
This coincides, as it should, with the large q expansion which can be obtained directly from (40)
when F (0) and β are related as in (42).
For small q, one can also show from (44) that
which gives using (41)
The non-analytic term in the small q expansion determines the large x decay of the scaling function F (x) (42)). So varying F (0), i.e. varying β, changes the power-law decay of the scaling function F .
Remark: in (45) one should reorder the terms in the small q expansion depending on the value of β. For example for 1 2 < β < 1
.
Remark: we did not treat the cases where β is an integer or half an integer. They could be analyzed as limiting cases of (45 Except for the case β = 3 2 which corresponds to the scaling function (26), these solutions do not remain non-negative along the whole positive real axis. For example for β = 5 2 one gets
which obviously does not remain positive along the whole real axis. So as for the fixed points of (1) one can forget these solutions.
The particular solutions (48) correspond to the following expressions of y(q)
Remark: we believe, but did not succeed to prove from (41), that F (q) is the Laplace transform of a non-negative function F (x) when 2 < α ≤ 4. One can however see that the tail (47) is negative for 0 ≤ α < 2, 4 < α < 6, 8 < α < 10, etc . Moreover for α > 4, that is for β > 3/2, the expansion (45) gives F (q) = 2β−1−q+ q 2 4(β−1) +o(q 3 ) which implies that ∞ 0 x 3 F (x)dx = 0. Therefore the scaling function cannot be non-negative on the entire positive real axis for α > 4. (In Figure 4 it was already clear that the scaling function F (x) has at least one zero for α > 4.)
Remark: it is easy to see that for 2 < α ≤ 4 (remember (47) that α = 1+2β = 1+ 1 + 2F (0)), the large t decay of the scaling solutions (34) is
If one comes back (see (19) ) to P (X n ) this means that
to be compared with (9) when condition (13) is fulfilled. Figure 5 shows the product n 2 1 − P (X n = 0) versus 1/n with P (X n = k) obtained by iterating (2) for the three initial conditions already considered in Figures 2 and 3 . For the two delta-peak distribution and for the distribution (17) with α = 6 the data confirm (9), indicating that the large n asymptotics of P (X n ) is described by (26). When condition (13) is not satisfied, here in the case of (17) with α = 3, the data are consistent with (50) suggesting that the asymptotics follow the α-dependent scaling function F (x). Figure 6 compares the scaling functions solutions (34) solution of (35) with the the distributions P (X n ) obtained by a numerical iteration of (4) with an initial condition which is either a two delta peaks (11) with p = 1/5 or (17) for α = 6 and α = 3. In all cases the expected convergence to the scaling function is observed.
Sums of exponentials
One can build another family of exact solutions of (1) which generalizes (24): if the initial condition is the sum of exponentials, then the solution at all times remains a sum of exponentials
(51) Figure 5 . For the two delta peak distribution (11) (at criticality i.e. for p = 1 5 ) as well for the distribution (17) when α = 6 (at criticality i.e. for p = 1.90956...), which both satisfy condition (13) , the large n asymptotics agrees with the prediction (9) that n 2 (1 − P (X n = 0)) → 4. On the other hand for (17) with α = 3 (at criticality i.e. for p = 1.02031...) which does not satisfy condition (13) , one observes the asymptotics (50), i.e. n 2 (1 − P (X n = 0)) → α(α − 2)/2. with the parameters a i (t) and b i (t) evolving according tȯ
(The scaling function (34,49) was an example of such a solution in the case of two exponentials). It is easy to check that
is left invariant by the evolution (52). One can also verify that initial conditions on the critical manifold (21), i.e. such that
remain on the critical manifold. Apart from these two invariants (53,54), it is in general difficult to integrate the evolution (52). Along the critical manifold (54) however, one can find the general solution of (1) when it consists of a sum of two exponentials. It is of the form
where b 1 (t) and b 2 (t) are given by Figure 6 . We compare the scaling functions (34) solutions of (35) (dashed lines) with the solutions of (4) for the same three cases as in Figure 5 at times n = 20, 40 and 80. As n increases the convergence to F , the expected scaling function (26), is better and better for the two delta peak distribution (figure a) and for the distribution (17) with α = 6 (figure b). For the distribution (17) with α = 3 the convergence is even faster (figure c) but the scaling function, solution of (35), is different. It is the one with F (0) = 3 2 (see (47)).
where the free parameters t 0 , t 1 and K could be determined from the initial condition a 1 (0), a 2 (0), b 1 (0), b 2 (0). (Here one needs to satisfy the condition (53) to be on the critical manifold together with b 1 (0) < 0 and b 2 (0) < 0, and this is why one is left in (56) with only 3 parameters.) For real K, t 0 and t 1 this gives in the long time limit
This shows that a 2 decays very fast, so that a single exponential dominates and the solution becomes given by (26). In fact, on the critical manifold (21), for any non negative intial condition consisting of a finite number of decreasing exponentials, one expects that in the long time limit, all the amplitudes a i decay exponentially except one and that, asymptotically, the solution is given by (26).
Remark: by taking t 1 = 0, t 0 = i π 2K + 8K 2 p and then the limit K → 0 one finds
which corresponds to the initial condition f (x, 0) = p x. One can notice that this solution blows up at a time t c = (24/p) Remark: the single exponential (24) is also a particular case of (56) as it corresponds to the limit t 1 → ∞.
Remark: in [18] , it was also noticed that finite sums of exponentials with time-dependent parameters solve the equation (33). Equations similar to (52) but simpler were also discussed [21] in the context of integrable systems and random polynomials.
Expanding around the scaling functions
We have obtained in Section 3.2 a one parameter family of solutions (34) which all lie on the critical manifold. In this section we discuss the evolution of small perturbations around these scaling functions. To do so we consider solutions of (1) of the form
with F given by (41). Then at order , g evolves according to
Although this equation is linear, it is non-local in the q variable, because of the presence of g(0, t), and we did not succeed in finding an explicit solution for an arbitrary initial condition g(p, 0).
One can however obtain "eigenfunctions" corresponding to this linear evolution: if one chooses g(x, t) or g(p, t) of the form
where γ plays the role of an eigenvalue, one gets from (58) that G γ should satisfy
Replacing F by its expression (41) one finds for G γ
(one has to choose the solution of (60) which decays in the limit q → ∞ and this fixes the arbitrary constant in the solution of the linear differential equation (60)). For small q one gets formally from (61) or directly by solving (60)
where c(β) is given by (46) and d(β, γ) takes different forms depending on the values of β and γ. For example for γ − 2β > 0, one has
(This is reminiscent of the various integral expressions of the Γ function.) As in (45) one needs to reorder the terms in (62) by increasing powers of q in the various sectors of γ − 2β .
Remark: for general β and γ we could not find expressions of G γ (q) simpler than (61). However, in the case γ = −1, one can easily check that
and that in the case γ = 0
Also for particular values of β and γ the eigenfunction G γ (q) is rational and one can get some closed expressions. For example for β half-integer and γ = 2β − 1
G 4 (q) = G 4 (0) q 3 + 14q 2 + 74q + 144 (q 2 + 6q + 12) 2 for β = 5 2 and so on.
A priori, to understand the neighborhood of the scaling solution (57), one could try to decompose the initial perturbation g(p, 0) on the eigenfunctions (61). We did not succeed in doing this decomposition. One can however analyze the long time behavior of perturbations as γ varies.
• For γ < 0, we see in (57,59) that the perturbation becomes much smaller than the dominant term in (57). In the particular case γ = −1 (see (63)) the perturbation is nothing but a shift of order of the time t 0 . So asymptotically the perturbation disappears.
• For 0 < γ < 2β − 1 the perturbation is relevant, in the sense that the perturbation in (57) grows faster than the dominant term. Still as long as γ < 2β − 1 the perturbation leaves the solution on the critical manifold (21) (because there is no linear term in q in (62) so that (21) remains unchanged). It is clear from (62) that the large x decay of the perturbation G γ (x) ∼ x γ−2β−1 is slower that the decay F (x) ∼ x −2β−1 of the dominant term in (57). Therefore one expects to observe in the long time limit another scaling function F , the one corresponding to 2β being replaced by 2β − γ.
• For γ = 2β − 1, the perturbation moves the initial condition away from the critical manifold and In this case the perturbation remains small compared to the leading term in (57) as long as t γ < 1 . Therefore one expects a critical time t c to scale with the distance to the critical manifold to scale like
By repeating the same argument (28) which led to (29) one can then recover (15) . 
The critical trees
To each realization of the process (2) leading to a non-zero value of X n , one can associate a random tree, representing how this value of X n is obtained. This tree connects this value X n to all the non-zero values of X k which contribute to X n . It can be constructed according to the following recursive rule for 1 ≤ m ≤ n: one starts at the bottom of the tree with the value X n . Then if X m is a non-zero value on this tree at level m,
• either there is no branching between level m and m − 1 and X m−1 = X m + 1 with a probability
• or there is a branching event between level m and m−1 with probability 1−2 Q m−1 (X m + 1) Q m−1 (0)/Q m (X m ) leading to two non-zero random values X 
It follows immediately from this construction that the probability P m ,m (X m ) that there is no branching up to the level m , if one starts at a value X m at the m-th level of the tree, is
Using the scaling form (19) which relates the discrete problem (2) to the continuous time equation (1) and taking the limit u → 0 one gets from (65) that, starting with a value x at time t, the probability ψ t ,t (x) that there is no branching up to the time t is
(note that to leading order in u the product in (65) does not contribute). Similarly, given that there is a branching at time t, the density probability Ψ t (x 1 , x 2 |x) that a value x splits into two value x 1 and x 2 is
The study of the above constructed tree on the critical manifold (7) was crucial [6] in the mathematical proofs of (12) and of (15) . On the critical manifold (7) , as one expects (see (19, 34) ) that in the large n limit
with F solution of (35), these expressions become
For initial distributions which decay fast enough (i.e. which satisfy (13) for the discrete time problem (2) or (31) for the continuous time problem (1)) one expects the scaling function F to be given by F (x) = 4e −2x so that the above expressions (68) and (69) become
This leads to the same critical random trees as those obtained in [18] for the problem (33) which can be constructed in the present context as follows:
(i) one starts with a single particle of mass µ t = x at time t at the bottom of the tree.
(ii) then going down in time the mass µ t increases linearly µ t = µ t + t − t until the first branching event at time t is reached.
(iii) this branching event occurs at rate
and the mass µ t is split uniformly between two branches. The masses on these two branches continue to grow and to split independently up to time 0, in the same way as the branch we started with at time t.
For initial distributions (on the critical manifold) which do not satisfy conditions (13) or (31), like (14, 17) for the discrete problem (2) or f (x, 0) ∼ x −α for the continuous problem (1) for 2 ≤ α < 4, the above expressions (68) and (69) remain valid if one chooses the scaling function F solution (see section 3.2) which decays with the same power law α as the initial condition. In this case the critical random trees can also be constructed:
(ii) then going up in time the mass µ t increases linearly µ t = µ t + t − t until the first branching event at time t is reached (iii) this branching event occurs at rate
instead of (71). The way the mass is split remains given by (69) but is no longer uniform.
In Figure 7 we see that the expressions (65) obtained by the numerical iteration of (4) converge very well to the expected scaling form (68).
For the same three distributions as in Figure 7 one can also check in Figure 8 the convergence of the splitting probabilities (64) to their predicted scaling forms (67).
Remark: all these random critical trees are scale invariant, in the sense that if all the masses and all the times are multiplied by a fixed factor: t → λt and x → λx, they obey the same statistics as the above constructed trees.
Remark: in the limit F 0 → 0, i.e. α → 2, the expression (36) gives F (x) F 0 /(1+x) 2 +O(F 2 0 ), so that all the branching rates (72) are of order F 0 . This means that in this limit, the tree reduces to a single straight line: µ t = µ t + t − t . At the next order in F 0 , one could see also trees with a single branching, and so on: each new order in the small F 0 expansion would add trees with an additional branching.
Conclusion
One of the main progress of the present work was to obtain exact expressions (35, 41) for a family of scaling functions solutions of (1). These scaling functions are indexed by a parameter α = 1 + 2β = 1 + 1 + 2F (0) which controls their power law decay (47). They generalize the already known scaling function (26) which was at the origin of the conjecture (12) . The analysis of the neighborhood of this family of scaling functions in section 4 confirmed all the other possible critical behaviors (15) . We gave numerical evidence in Figure 4 that these scaling functions are positive on the whole positive real axis when 2 < α ≤ 4 and only in this range (see one of the remarks of section 3.2). We also saw in Figures 5 and 6 that, for the original problem (2), starting with initial conditions on the critical manifold the distribution properly rescaled converges asymptotically to one of these scaling functions: initial conditions whose large X decay is fast enough such as (11) or (17) for α > 4 converge to the scaling function (26) whereas initial conditions with a slower decay converge to the scaling function F with the same power law decay. Lastly we showed in section 5 that to each scaling function one can associate critical trees which generalize the trees found in [18] .
Several aspects discussed in the present paper would need a mathematical proof or further developments, in particular:
(i) the positivity of the scaling functions for the whole range 2 < α < 4.
(ii) the observed convergence (see Figure 6 ) of initial conditions on the critical manifold to the scaling functions. We compare the predictions (68) and (70) with the expressions (65) obtained by iterating numerically (4) for the probability of no branching up to time m for two critical distributions which satisfy (13) and one which does not (the two delta peaks (11) with p = p c = .2 (figure a) and the distribution (17) with p = p c = 1.90956... for the case α = 6 (figure b) and with p = p c = 1.02031.. for the case α = 3 (figure c)). Here we choose as the starting point X m = m. In the three cases, we draw the expression (65) for m = 20, 40, 80. The expected convergence is very good if one chooses in each case the appropriate scaling function (70) for figures a and b and (68) using the scaling function F with the right power law decay (here the one with F (0) = 3 2 ) in the case of figure c.
(iii) the asymptotics (50) observed numerically in Figure 5 .
(iv) what happens in the presence of extra logarithmic factors in the initial distribution
In the particular case α = 2 and α > 1 where there is still a transition and (50) one expects from the last remark of Section 5 that the tree consists of a single branch which connects X n to a single leaf X 0 = X n + n implying that (1 − P (X n )) ∼ 1/(n 2 (log n) α ) instead of (50).
(v) it would be alsointeresting to see what features (such as distribution of the number of For the same three distributions as in Figure 7 and same sizes (m = 20, 40, 80) we compare the spliting probabilities (64) to their scaling forms (69) which is drawn as a dashed line. We choose the starting point to be X m = m. For the two delta peaks (figure a) and the case α = 6 (figure b) we observe the expected convergence of m Pro(x 1 , m+1−x 1 |X m ) to 1. In the case α = 3 (figure c) one observes also a convergence but to (69) with the right choice of F , i.e here : F (0) = 3/2. leaves or the distribution of coalescence times [4, 3] ) of the critical trees of section 5 could be computed.
The renewed interest for the problem (2) introduced 35 years ago in the context of spin glasses [7, 8] originated from attempts to understand the depinning transition in presence of disorder [15, 13, 1, 9, 16, 14, 20, 2] and in particular its version on a hierarchical lattice [10, 22, 17, 11] . At the end of the present work, it would be interesting to see whether the rich variety of critical behaviors discussed in [6] and here is also present for the depinning problem. In the case of the hierarchical lattice, as explained in [11] , the only difference with the problem (2) is that the max function is replaced by a slightly more complicated non-linear function X n = G X 
One can also try to generalize (1) in the following way:
If one looks for scaling functions as in section 3.2 one gets
Trying to determine for which value of the exponent α (which controls the large x decay of the scaling function F (x) ∼ x −α ) the solution of (76) is positive, as we did in Figure 4 , we found numerically that 1.5 < α < 2.6 for the case ν = 3. (For the lower value, 1.5, one can show using the equation satisfied by the Laplace transform that it is in general ν ν−1 and that F (0) = α ν α − ν ν−1 1 ν−1 ; on the other hand we have no theory for the value 2.6. We also wonder how to generalize for ν ≥ 3 the equation (21) which characterizes the critical manifold).
Appendix A. On the positivity of the solution of f (x, t) solution of (1)
In this appendix we show that if the initial condition f (x, 0) ≡ f initial (x) is non negative, then the solution f (x, t) of (1) Then it is easy to check from (A.2) that u n (x, t) ≥ 0 and that du n (x, t) dt = du n (x, t) dx + 1 2 n−1 m=0
x 0 dy u m (x − y, t) u n−m−1 (y, t) .
One can also check that 0 ≤ u n (x, t) < t n 2 n (x + t) n g(x + t) n+1 This can be shown using the following inequalities is a convergent series of positive numbers so that the solution of (1) is positive and finite.
